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As opposed to the 1970s and early 1980s when a number of pioneering publications

on the Asian elephant carne ftrorn Sri Lanka, there has been rclarive calm on the elephant
front in the country during the past decade. lt was thus especially heartening o read this
report on wild elephans in the island counry based on a srwey carried out during 1993

by the Department of Wildlife Conservation.

The survey was carried out over a six day period during June 1993 by 80O personnel

including volunteers ftonr NGOs in Frve regions, namely, Northwestern, Mahaweli, Eastem,

Central and Southem, where political conditions permitted f,reld work. The method used

was to divide each region into.several smaller blocks and assign a party of five persons

to perambulate each block. The elephans encountered were sexed and classiFted into one

of four age classes (calf, juvenile, sub-adult and adult) whenever possible. Distinguishing
marks on elephans were noted in order o avoid double counting within a block.

The survey revealed that a minimum of 1967 elephans inhabit the above five regionb
(there could be some more elephans in the northern region which could not be covered).
More important than this the reporr presents some impressive data on the sex ratio and
population stnxcture of the Sri Lanka elephants. Witlr abat937o of the males being tuskless
(and therefore immune to ivory poaching), the adult sex ratios of male to female ranglng
from l:l tD l:2.9 are. among the least skewed anywhere in Asia. This is therefore not
an issue at all Sri Lanka

There are also interesting datn on the numbers of calves in the population; such data

can potentially be ranslated into crude estimates of fertility if they are expressed as

proportions of the manre female segment of the population (this may not exactly correspond
to the 'adulf' class in the report as some of ttre "sub-adult" females may also have
reproduced).

If the report had mentioned tlre nnl area in each region thu was covered in fie suney,
the population estimates could have been converted o densities. I have the following
suggestions for surveys in future yean:
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a) Such exercises can be canied out during two seasons so &at seasonal shifs
in eleptunt populations can be documented. Such data may be useful in
undersanding crop raiding behaviour for instance.

b) Ination of elephant groups marked on maps can bc computerised (only
latitudes and longitudes need be enteted along with group size) and pinted
in order to get a qualitative pictlr€ of elephant concentrations on the island"

c) The suneys can be suplemented with estimates of ele,phant "densities" using

borh direct and indirect methods in selected areas. This would providc an

objective basis fs population estimates that can be comparcd with the

- minimum estimates.

d) If such surveys ue continued for at least 3 a 4 consectudve years, the

population structure data such as number of calws can provide usefui insiglts
into the demography of the populations in different regions;

The 1993 slwey is hopefully the beginning of a more srsained effort in future years

in documenting Sri I-anka's etephant pqulations. This could evolve ino a nationd daca

base that would be invatuable in planning for the management and conservation of elephants

and their habiag .
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